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MECHANICS

Yousef BAVAFA

INVESTIGATION OF GREEPAGE IN PINE ENDED
MULTI-LAYER LIMBER ROD WHIT RESPECT TO

INSTANT ELASTIC DEFORMATION

Abstract

In this paper, we have decided that obtain the general solution of creepage of
non homogeneous of the multilayer rod at high constant temperature, by using
of variational method . And with respect to accept of Bernulli-Euler assumption
deformation in the multilayer rod with attention to instant elastic deformation,
that will be discussed.

The basic purpose, is to obtain of critical dimensionless time of the creepage
.Too, in this report, the readers can obtain many information, first; about the
method that have been used and second; the results that have been get from this
work.

We will assume the length of the rod ,in comparison whit size of it’s cross-
section is enough bigger than. In addition we will use from numerical method
in solution of the differential equation of critical time that it will be obtained.

Introduction. Consider to the creep behavior in metals and composite ma-
terials that is used in exte- nsive industries fields that well known in recent years.
Specially using from developments of modern multilayer in bases of more achieve-
ment of fundamentals an applied of sciences in the engineering problems, can be
more important. Too, the creepage phenomenon is an important design considera-
tion in the analysis of structures. This importance is due to the increasingly large
number of engineering applications of materials for design of part operating that
acting at high temperatures.

There are many general references for example: Hult, Odqvist, Rabotnov, Smith
and Nicolson, Penny and Marriot ,Kachanov and Fridman . . . that for well known
and anderst- tanding of concepts of creepage should be mentioned.

But in continuo ,we belief to obtain solution of many problems from following of
making equilibrium and compatibility, and stress-strain relationship equations when
we are working about complex unformed geometry problems because of to obtain
higher order couple differential equations are impassible.

So, analytically, creep problems for beams, columns and plates, specially when
we adverse whit creepage of composite problems they are more difficult than the
correspond-ing elastic problems because of the creepage stress-strain relations are
non-linear.

Therefore this investigation either with respect to the analyze and solution fol-
lowing the mentioned method , for engineering problems and their necessaries can
be more useful.

Symbols
σ stress, negative in tension
the stress that creep is starting


